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	enterFactsOfCase: The firm is an architecture and interior design firm that engaged the worker as a draftsman from July 2012 through March 2014.   The worker received his assignments from the firm via a board where the daily assignments were posted.  The parties disagree on who determined the methods used to complete the assignments, each stating the other was in control.  If there were any problems or complaints with the worker’s services there were elevated and resolved by the firm.  The worker stated he was required to input the time spent on each project into the firm’s computer system.  The firm stated the worker determined his own schedule and place to perform his services.  However, the worker indicated he was assigned a set schedule Monday through Friday from 8:30 AM - 12:00PM and 1:00PM - 5:30 PM.  He also stated he was required to sign in and out, and had to submit written request for personal absences in advance.  The worker affirmed he performed his services at the firm’s location and performed his services personally.  If any substitutes or helpers were needed they were hired and paid by the firm.  The firm provided the worker with all the necessary materials, supplies, and equipment he needed to perform his job duties, such as a computer, etc.  The firm stated that if they work from home they use their own computers and equipment.   Both parties agree that the worker did not lease any equipment nor incur any expenses in the performance of his services.  The worker states he was reimbursed for mileage.  The firm maintains there was no reimbursement for expenses.  The worker expressed he was paid hourly, whereas the firm said he was paid for services.   The customers pay the firm directly.  The worker indicated he did not perform the same or similar services for others.  The firm stated that he did. However, there was no information submitted or discovered indicating the worker provided his services for others.  The worker did not advertise, did not maintain a business listing or a business office.  The worker performed his services in the firm’s name.  Either party could terminate the relationship at any time without incurring a liability.   
	enterAnalysis: After analysis of the common law factors as they related to this case, we find that the firm exercised sufficient control over the worker to establish the existence of an employer-employee relationship.Although the worker may have determined his own methods to complete his work assignments, we believe the firm retained the right to change his methods to protect their business interest.  Therefore, the firm maintained the right to direct and control the worker, which is an indication of behavioral control.  A worker who is required to comply with another person’s instructions about when, where, and how he or she is to work is ordinarily an employee.  This control factor is present if the person or persons for whom the services are performed have the right to require compliance with instructions.  Some employees may work without receiving instructions because they are highly proficient and conscientious workers or because the duties are so simple or familiar to them.  Furthermore, the instructions, that show how to reach the desired results, may have been oral and given only once at the beginning of the relationship. Also, the establishment of set hours of work by the person or persons for whom the services are performed is a factor indicating control.   Additionally, the worker’s services were performed on a continual on-going basis as opposed to a single one-time occurrence.  A continuing relationship between the worker and the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates that an employer-employee relationship exists.  A continuing relationship may exist where work is performed in frequently recurring although irregular intervals.  This relationship has lasted for over three years.      The firm determined the rate charged the customers, provided the worker with all the necessary materials, supplies, and equipment, and paid the worker an hourly wage, which is an indication of financial control.  The fact that the person or persons for whom the services are performed furnish significant tools, materials, and other equipment tends to show the existence of an employer-employee relationship.  Payment by the hour, week, or month generally points to an employer-employee relationship.   There was no business risk for the worker, and either party could terminate the relationship at any time; indicating the relationship of the parties was employer-employee.  The worker did not have a substantial investment in the equipment or facilities used in the work and did not assume the usual business risks of an independent enterprise.  Lack of significant investment by a person in facilities or equipment used in performing services for another indicates dependence on the employer and, accordingly, the existence of an employer-employee relationship.  The term “significant investment” does not include tools, instruments, and clothing commonly provided by employees in their trade; nor does it include education, experience, or training.  Also, if the firm has the right to control the equipment, it is unlikely the worker had an investment in facilities.  Accordingly, the worker was an employee of the firm for purposes of Federal employment taxes.



